
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLASS: IV 

 

Subject: Mathematics                    Date: 08-05-2020 

Topic: Addition                                Time Limit: 30 minutes  

 

Worksheet No.: 11 

 

[Copy the questions and solve them on a sheet of paper date wise. Keep the 
worksheets ready in a file to be submitted on the opening day.] 

 

Good morning children. Happy Rabindra Jayanti !! Let's pay our respects to the great man Kaviguru 

Rabindranath Tagore 🙏. 

 

More addition :- 

Arrange the numbers in the place value table and add:- 

1. Add:- 

a. 963251       b. 254670       c. 325467          d. 875246 

    +12542          +  52361          + 40521           + 205187 

-------------        --------------        ------------         -------------- 



 

e. 326018     f. 824260    g. 542180    h. 879050 

   + 40251         140567      +  70598         254870 

     129806        +  2580         102587          +   350 

  -------------       -----------     -------------      ------------ 

 

  i. 456789             j. 718570 

   +245097            +  107451 

   +147808             + 256840 

   --------------        --------------- 

 

2. Solve the following word problems :- ( one is done for you)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Cost of a bed of class 4 is Rs. 65480 and  cost of a table  is Rs. 90075. What is 

the total cost of the furniture?  

Ans.  Cost of  the table = Rs 90,075 

            Cost of the bed  = Rs  65,480 

Therefore,  the  total cost of the furniture =  

              Rs 90,075 

           + Rs 65,480                  

            ------------------ 

           Rs  1,55,555         Ans. The total cost of 

           --------------------     the furniture is  Rs 1,55,555. 

 



 

 a.  A shopkeeper earns Rs 35487 in January, Rs 24589 in February. How much does he earn in total ? 

b. A truck weighs 60587 kg,  a lorry weighs 154280 kg. What is the total weight of both the vehicles?  

c. A library has 45580 fiction books and 64257 non-fiction books. What is the total number of books in 

the library?  

d. Tina has Rs 65424 in her bank account, her sister has Rs 14785 in her bank account.  

 How much money do they have altogether?  

e. In our school, there are 20005 boys and 39657 girls. Find the total number students in the school.  

 

 


